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Abstract

This paper investigates active control of an aftertreatment system for a conventional spark ignition engine equipped
with one or two three-way catalysts and two oxygen sensors. The control objective is to maximize the simultaneous
conversion efficiencies of oxides of nitrogen and unburned hydrocarbons. Linear exhaust gas oxygen sensors are used
to measure air-fuel ratio upstream and downstream of each catalyst. A series controller configuration is adopted. The
upstream controller provides relatively rapid response to disturbances on the basis of measured feedgas air-fuel ratio,
while the downstream controller uses the feedgas and post-catalyst air-fuel ratio measurements to compensate for the
bias corrupting the feedgas air-fuel ratio measurement. The performance and robustness of the proposed control system
in the face of noise and model uncertainty are first evaluated through extensive simulations. The control strategy is then
experimentally verified in a dynamometer test cell and its performance compared with an existing proprietary controller
that is based on the more common switching-type air-fuel ratio sensors.

I. Introduction

Conventional automotive gasoline engines (that is, homogeneous charge, stoichiometric air-fuel ratio (A/F )),
employ a three-way catalytic converter (TWC) to oxidize HC and CO emissions and reduce NOx. Tradi-
tionally, the control emphasis has been on A/F feedback using an exhaust gas oxygen (EGO) sensor located
in the exhaust manifold upstream of the TWC to maintain the A/F near stoichiometry and achieve high
simultaneous conversion efficiencies. Recent requirements for on board diagnostics (OBD) have mandated an
additional EGO sensor downstream of the TWC, and this secondary sensor is often used to trim the control
action of the primary sensor; see [13] for related work using switching-type (HEGO) sensors and [1], [16] for
work using linear, Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen (UEGO) sensors.

The goal of this paper is to present an active catalyst control strategy1 based on the use of linear exhaust
gas oxygen (UEGO) sensors both upstream and downstream of the catalyst. The development starts with
phenomenological models of the engine, catalytic convertor, and sensor set. The sensor model captures a
very important phenomenon, namely that upstream of the catalyst, non-equilibrium effects in the exhaust gas
result in a bias error in the air-fuel ratio measurement. The bias typically results in the measured air-fuel ratio
value being richer than the actual air-fuel ratio, causing the control system to adjust to an air-fuel ratio that is
lean of stoichiometry. This is turn results in degraded NOx emissions. The phenomenological models are used
to develop a control strategy that specifically addresses the bias error in the air-fuel ratio sensor upstream of
the catalyst. The values of the control parameters are determined on the basis of nonlinear optimization of
catalyst conversion efficiency, subject to drivability constraints. The phenomenological models are also used
in a detailed closed-loop robustness analysis.

Experimental verification of the control strategy’s performance is reported for two dynamometer test cells.
One cell is equipped with a 5.4L V8-engine and the other with a 2.3L in-line four-cylinder engine. The
obtained results are remarkably consistent with the results reported in the simulation analysis.

II. System Model

Figure 1 illustrates the nominal system to be controlled. It consists of a Spark Ignition Internal Combustion
Engine (SI-ICE) equipped with a catalytic convertor. Universal Exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO) sensors provide
a measurement of the oxygen content in the feedgas (upstream of the TWC) and tailpipe (downstream of the
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TWC) exhaust gas, respectively. In the case of a V-engine, the above description applies to each independent
bank. In the case that two TWCs are present on an individual bank, a close-coupled catalyst and an under
body catalyst for example, the downstream sensor may be placed between the two TWCs or downstream
of both TWCs. This section collects the submodels used to construct an overall phenomenological model of
the internal combustion engine (ICE), aftertreatment system, and sensor set. The simplified engine model
focuses exclusively on A/F ; it captures the four-cycle process delay and uses a lumped representation of the
uncertainty due to injector characteristics and cylinder air charge estimation. The TWC model is taken from
[2], and focuses on the oxygen storage phenomenon. The main peculiarity of the linear air-fuel ratio sensor
model is the inclusion of a bias on the feedgas measurement [7].

A. Internal Combustion Engine

The ICE A/F subsystem is modelled as a speed dependent induction-to-exhaust stroke delay of the four-
stroke cycle cascaded with delays in the exhaust system. These delays account for the transport delays from
the exhaust valve to the upstream EGO sensor, from the EGO sensor to the catalyst, within the catalyst
body and from the TWC to the downstream sensor. For the particular system modelled here, the transport
delay to the first sensor is lumped with the speed-dependent engine delay, the catalyst delay is lumped with
the transport delay after the first EGO, and the delay from the TWC to the downstream EGO is considered
negligible. For a four-cylinder engine sampled at an event interval (induction - compression - expansion -
exhaust) of 180 crankshaft degrees, the sample time, dt, is 30

N
seconds2, where N is engine speed in rpm.

Consequently, the engine delay is 4dt, or 120
N

seconds, the lumped delay to the upstream sensor (engine plus

transport) is 6dt or, 180
N

seconds. The lumped catalyst and transport delay after the sensor is 4dt.
A typical phenomenological engine model would include a representation of the intake manifold filling

dynamics, in addition to the induction-to-exhaust stroke delay. The representation of intake manifold filling
would be used to compute cylinder mass air charge in the model, and estimated cylinder mass air charge in
the controller. In the controller, estimated cylinder mass air charge would be used in turn in a feedforward
manner to form a base fuel charge command, which would then be corrected by a feedback controller on
the basis of measured exhaust gas A/F ; see [5]. In the controller implementation pursued here, the existing
on-vehicle air-charge estimation scheme is used [10] without change, and only the feedback loops are modified.
Hence, in the ICE model, only the uncertainty in the mass air charge estimate and the injector fuel flow need
to be captured. These are represented by a lumped, additive, unmeasured perturbation to the commanded
air fuel ratio, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

B. Three Way Catalytic Converter

The catalytic converter model used in the design of the control strategy is taken from [2]. The model
consists of two parts: an oxygen storage mechanism to account for the modification of the feedgas A/F as
it passes through the catalyst and the standard steady-state efficiency curves driven by the tailpipe A/F
computed from the oxygen storage model. The values of the steady-state efficiency curves have been updated
from [2], based upon more recently measured data.
Oxygen storage sub-model: Let 0 ≤ Θ ≤ 1 be the fraction of oxygen storage sites occupied in the catalyst.
The oxygen storage capacity is modelled as a limited integrator:

Θ̇ =

{

1
C(MAF )ρ(λFG, Θ) · 0.23 · MAF ·

(

1 − 1
λFG

)

0 ≤ Θ ≤ 1

0 otherwise
(1)

where Θ̇ represents dΘ
dt

; MAF denotes the mass air flow rate, used to approximate the flow rate of the
mixture entering the TWC; C represents the effective catalyst “capacity,” or the volume of active sites for
oxygen storage, expressed in terms of the mass of oxygen that can be stored in the catalyst, as a function of
MAF ; ρ describes the exchange of oxygen between the exhaust gas and the and λ denotes the relative air-fuel
ratio, with stoichiometry at λ = 1 (the subscript FG refers to the feedgas).

The effective TWC volume parameter, C, is expressed as a function of MAF in order to account for
an observed increase in effective volume at high flow rates, specifically above 10 g/s. This can be handled

2Note that at 1500 rpm, dt = 20 milliseconds.
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mathematically by combining this effect with the MAF term by applying a saturation function to the MAF
input value. A function fsat(MAF ) is created that is exactly equal to MAF below 10 g/s but maintains the
value of 10 g/s when MAF > 10 g/s. This function is shown in Table I. For clarity, it is emphasized that
C does not represent the physical volume of the catalyst, which is on the order of 2.5 liters. For example,
if there were no usable storage sites (i.e. if they were poisoned by substances such as sulfur or phosphorus),
then C would be zero.

TABLE I

fsat(MAF )

MAF (g/s) fsat(MAF ) (g/s)

6.3 6.3

10 10

30.2 10

The function ρ is modelled as

ρ(λFG, Θ) =

{

αLfL(Θ) λFG > 1
αRfR(Θ) λFG < 1

, (2)

with 0 ≤ fL ≤ 1 representing the fraction of oxygen (combined or free) from the feedgas sticking to a site in the
catalyst, and 0 ≤ fR ≤ 1 representing the fraction of oxygen being released from the catalyst and recombining
with the feedgas. In (2), fL and fR vary with the fraction of occupied oxygen sites and potentially with the
space velocity as well (that is, the feedgas volumetric flow rate divided by the catalyst volume). In the model,
fL is assumed to be monotonically decreasing, with value one at Θ = 0 and zero at Θ = 1, and fR is assumed
to be monotonically increasing, with value zero at Θ = 0 and one at Θ = 1. Typical functions fL and fR,
based upon data from [2], are shown in Figure 4. The specific equations used for fL and fR, are as follows:

fL(Θ) =
1 − e6Θ

e6 − 1
+ 1, (3)

fR(Θ) =
e−9Θ − 1

e−9 − 1
. (4)

The parameters αL and αR are included to represent the fact that the catalyst’s storage and release rates of
oxygen are different, with the release rate normally being higher than the storage rate.

The quantity 0.23 × MAF × (1 − 1
λFG

), which can be rearranged to 0.23 × MAF ×
∆λFG

λFG
, represents

the differential total mass of oxygen (combined or free) in the feedgas with respect to stoichiometry. When
multiplied by ρ, it gives the mass of oxygen that is deposited in (or released from) the catalyst. By conservation
of mass, the resulting equivalent tailpipe A/F can be directly computed by the following:

λTP = λFG − ρ(λFG, Θ) × (λFG − 1). (5)

Static conversion curves: For a typical three-way catalyst, there is a narrow window of air-fuel ratio around
the stoichiometric point within which high conversion efficiencies of all three pollutants can be achieved. The
static behavior of a TWC is characterized by the conversion efficiencies of HC, CO, and NOx as functions
of the tailpipe air-fuel ratio. These functions for the specific TWC used on the 5.4L engine of Section VI are
plotted in Figure 5 for a constant brick temperature. The maximum conversion efficiencies are HC = 99.56%,
NOx = 99.92% and CO = 98.98%.

C. Air-Fuel ratio sensor

As shown in Figure 1, the engine is equipped with UEGO sensors to measure the quantity of oxygen in the
exhaust gas at the feedgas and at the tailpipe. The linear sensor is modeled as a first order lag with unit gain
and time constant τ equal to 250 ms, as represented in the transfer function

λmeas =
1

τs + 1
λ, (6)
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TABLE II

Measured bias on the feedgas UEGO sensor signal, as function of air-fuel ratio. Engine speed and

load are constant. Results are for the 5.4L engine.

A/F 0.9449 0.9716 0.9853 0.9932 0.9974 0.9980 1.0000 1.0029 1.0049 1.0073
Bias -0.0122 -0.0075 -0.0065 -0.0061 -0.0058 -0.0057 -0.0057 -0.0054 -0.0051 -0.0049

A/F 1.0080 1.0129 1.0108 1.0114 1.0142 1.0184 1.0349 1.0689 1.0897 1.1046
Bias -0.0047 -0.0043 -0.0041 -0.0038 -0.0037 -0.0031 -0.0015 -0.0007 -0.0018 -0.0018

TABLE III

Measured bias on the feedgas UEGO sensor signal, as function of engine speed and load. Air-Fuel

ratio is close to stoichiometry. Results are for the 5.4L engine.

Engine Speed Load Bias

750
0.2 -0.004
0.45 -0.0065

1500
0.2 -0.0065
0.45 -0.0047
0.7 -0.0045

2250
0.2 -0.002
0.45 -0.0038
0.7 -0.0035

where λmeas is the measured variable and λ is the actual A/F in the feedgas or in the tailpipe. Importantly,
feedgas and tailpipe A/F measurements are affected by different types of inaccuracy. Upstream of the catalyst,
non-equilibrium effects in the exhaust gas result in a systematic bias error in the sensor [4], [8], [9], [11], [14].
This bias is in part due to incomplete catalysis of CO on the sensor substrate and in lesser part to NOx; an
additional confounding factor is the large discrepancy in the diffusion rate of H2 with respect to other species
present in the exhaust gas. Moreover, the bias varies as a function of air-fuel ratio, as reported in Table II
and shown in Figures 6 and 7, and engine speed and load, as reported in Table III. It is hypothesized that the
bias also varies with ageing of the sensors and the TWC, and perhaps with fuel formulation. The variation in
the bias with operating condition makes online estimation of the bias essential.

Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium in the exhaust gas after the catalyst, the measurement disturbance
at the tailpipe A/F sensor is considered to be zero mean white noise, in particular, the bias phenomenon
associated with the feedgas is negligible at the tailpipe. Hence, the model of the UEGO sensor is the following:

λmeas
FG = 1

τs+1λFG + b + wFG

λmeas
TP = 1

τs+1λTP + wTP ,
(7)

where w represents zero mean white noise on the feedgas and tailpipe sensor measurement and b is the
systematic bias on the feedgas measurement.

III. Control Strategy for a Single Catalyst

In this section, a controller is designed with two objectives in mind: first, to simultaneously maximize
the conversion efficiencies of HC, CO and NOx; and second, to obtain steady-state air-fuel control that is
robust with respect to disturbances, while minimizing excursions around stoichiometry. This latter objective
is, essentially, a driveability issue: when the engine is operating in steady-state (constant mass air flow), large
A/F oscillations cause torque and, hence, rpm variations.

A series controller topology is adopted3; see Figure 8. The objective of the first block, the Fore Controller, is
to respond relatively quickly to A/F disturbances on the basis of measured feedgas oxygen level. As discussed

3The standard feedforward control action based on measured or estimated mass air flow rate is not discussed; see [5], [10]. A
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in the previous section, feedgas oxygen measurement is corrupted by a systematic bias. The objective of the
second block, the Aft Controller, is to adjust the setpoint of the fore-controller, on the basis of both A/F
measurements, so that the TWC achieves simultaneously high conversion efficiencies for HC and NOx. The
aft controller acts on a slower time scale commensurate with the longer measurement delay in the second
sensor.
Fore Controller: The fore controller is realized by a switching-type PI controller. Measured feedgas A/F

ratio, corrected for the bias via λmeas
FG (t)− b̂(t), where b̂(t) is an estimate of the bias b(t), is first compared to

a reference value provided by the aft controller λfore
ref (t), resulting in an error signal of −1 if measured A/F is

lean of the reference and +1 otherwise. The error signal is fed into a standard PI controller,

λc(t) =

(

KP (rpm) +
KI(rpm)

s

)

· sign (error(t)) + λref (8)

error(t) = λfore
ref (t) −

(

λmeas
FG (t) − b̂(t)

)

(9)

with gains, KP and KI , scheduled as a function of engine speed, so as to create a limit cycle with a (sensed)
peak-to-peak amplitude of approximately 0.2 A/F and period 1.5 seconds. λc(t) is the commanded A/F ratio
(multiplier to the feedforward signal) and λref is the reference signal, typically equal to stoichiometry, or just
slightly rich of stoichiometry (less than one part in a thousand). The output of the controller is limited, and
hence anti-windup is implemented.
Aft Controller: The aft controller is composed of a bias estimator and a proportional term. The bias
estimator uses upstream and downstream A/F measurements to correct the measurement of the upstream
oxygen sensor. The proportional controller feeds back the post-catalyst UEGO sensor measurement and
establishes the reference for the fore controller.

The bias estimator is based on the following observations. In the absence of a bias, the averages of the A/F
in the feedgas and tailpipe should be the same whenever the feedgas signal remains constant for a period of
time sufficiently long to fill an empty catalyst with oxygen or, conversely, to deplete a filled one. That is, if
λFG is constant at a lean value, λTP will reach the same value when the catalyst is completely filled with
oxygen. Conversely, if λFG is rich, λTP and λFG will be equal after the catalyst has been entirely depleted
of oxygen. At stoichiometry, λTP equals λFG, independently of the oxygen state of the catalyst. Hence, in
steady-state, a difference in the averaged values of the two measurements is due to the bias in the upstream
sensor.

During transients, the bias estimator acts to indirectly control the level of oxygen stored in the catalyst.
For example, suppose that λFG oscillates symmetrically around stoichiometry and that the catalyst is (nearly)
depleted of oxygen. Then, the average of λTP will be slightly rich due to the fact that the TWC can only
absorb oxygen when the feedgas is lean of stoichiometry. Consequently, the bias estimate will be larger than
the actual bias, which has the same effect as increasing the setpoint of the fore controller to a leaner value;
it follows that the A/F system is driven toward filling the catalyst with oxygen. Similar reasoning applies
when the catalyst is (nearly) saturated with oxygen. Hence, as opposed to updating the bias estimate only
in steady state as reported in [7], here, the bias is updated continually.

The estimated bias is thus computed as follows

b̂(t) = λmeas
FG (t − δ) − λmeas

TP (t) (10)

where b̂ is the estimated bias, δ is the catalyst transport delay and is approximated as 4 dt for the analysis.
The λmeas

FG and λmeas
TP are respectively the average of the measurements of the pre- and post- catalyst sensors,

approximated by low-pass filtering. The estimated bias is limited to a maximum and minimum range, based
on measurements such as those reported in Tables II and III. The bias estimate is subtracted from the output
of the upstream UEGO sensor before it is used by the fore controller.

The proportional term is formed by subtracting the measured tailpipe A/F from the reference value and
then multiplying by an “asymmetric” gain; that is, lean errors are corrected more aggressively than rich errors

parallel or inner-outer controller topology was analyzed in an internal report; the series configuration was found to give better
results for this application.
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to avoid NOx breakthrough. The proportional term is then added to the reference value for tailpipe A/F ,
and provided to the fore-controller:

λfore
ref = Kaft(λ

aft
ref − λmeas

TP ) + λaft
ref (11)

where λfore
ref is the reference value for the fore-controller determined by the proportional controller; Kaft is the

proportional gain; λaft
ref is the reference value for the aft-controller, typically equal to stoichiometry.

IV. Simulation of the Control Strategy

This section uses simulation to tune the parameters in the controller and to investigate the performance
of the closed-loop system. For the catalyst model, recall that the steady-state conversion efficiencies at
stoichiometry are HC = 99.56%, NOx = 99.92% and CO = 98.98%. The goal is to achieve these values
in the face of significant measurement uncertainty in the upstream UEGO sensor and significant error in
the estimated air-charge and/or fuel injection quantity. The combined effects of uncertainty in the injected
fuel quantity and estimated air-charge have been simulated by summing the signal shown in Figure 3 with
the output of the PI controller. A bias equal to −0.005 λ is assumed for the upstream UEGO. White noise
disturbances taking values between ±0.5% of stoichiometry are applied to the UEGO sensors. The simulations
used mass air flow and engine speed corresponding to Bags 2 and 3 of an FTP cycle for a 5.4L engine (see
Figure 20 in Section VI). The controller gains were tuned, by use of a genetic algorithm, to maximize summed
NOx and HC conversion efficiency, subject to an upper bound on the variance of the feedgas A/F . As this
is standard, it is not reported here.

Simulation results are shown in Figures 9 - 11. The controller shows excellent performance. Even in the
presence of very significant uncertainty, the tailpipe A/F is regulated very closely to stoichiometry, and very
nearly achieves the maximal possible average simultaneous conversion efficiencies of the three main pollutants,
that is 99.36% for unburned hydrocarbons and 99.80% for nitrogen oxide. Moreover, the variance of the feedgas
A/F is small (see Figure 9), indicating that there should be no driveability problems due to the actions of
the controller. The Figure 11 shows simulated oxygen storage level and the estimated bias level.

The results of a robustness analysis are now reported. For this purpose, while holding all values in the
controller fixed, the bias, measurement noise and injector uncertainty disturbances were increased, and the
oxygen storage capacity of the catalyst and the engine time delays were modified. To further evaluate ro-
bustness to model uncertainty, a completely different TWC representation (described in [6]) from that used
when tuning the controller was inserted in the simulation model and the position of the second A/F sensor
was changed by inserting a delay equal to 4dt sec between the TWC and this sensor. For conciseness of
presentation, the results of the simulations are tabulated with respect to the conversion efficiencies for NOx,
and HC, and the mean and standard deviations of the tailpipe and feedgas air-fuel ratios, see Table IV. For
a baseline, the first column of the table contains the performance metrics for the controller subjected to the
standard disturbances and uncertainties of: bias equal to −0.005 λ; white noise sensor disturbance between
±0.5% of stoichiometry, and injector uncertainty as illustrated in Figure 3. The time delays and the oxygen
storage capacity of the catalyst are fixed to values of Section II and [2], respectively.

In the robustness investigation, the various disturbances are first applied separately. The second column
of Table IV shows the simulation results for bias equal to −0.007 λ, and white noise sensor disturbance and
injector uncertainty increased by 100%. The results in the third column are obtained using the standard

disturbances enumerated above, but decreasing by 50% the oxygen storage capacity, thereby simulating the
aging of the catalyst. The performance of the system when the engine delays are increased by 50% and the
sensor placement is modified, is illustrated in the fourth column of Table IV. The fifth column reports results
when the modified catalyst dynamics are substituted. Finally, the last column provides the results when all
of the changes are applied simultaneously.

V. Control strategy for two catalysts in series

Consider now the system formed by the cascade of the engine and two catalytic converters, as shown in
Figure 12. In practice, the first catalyst is typically smaller and is placed close to the engine for early light-off
(close coupled catalyst, CC-TWC) and the second is placed further down stream for best operation under fully
warmed-up conditions (under body catalyst, UB-TWC). Hence, two different transport delays are needed in
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TABLE IV

Robustness analysis comparing the base-line results to successive changes in the disturbance and

noise levels, oxygen storage capacity of the catalyst, time delays in the model, choice of catalyst

oxygen storage model, and, finally, imposing all of the uncertainties at once.

Performance Simulations to Evaluate Robustness
Base-Line Disturb TWC Cap. Delays TWC Model All Together

HC Eff. 99.3314 99.3622 99.3987 99.2597 99.5005 99.4165
NOx Eff. 99.7966 99.3127 99.7572 99.8344 99.9020 99.2765

λFG mean 1.0009 1.0012 1.0009 1.0009 1.0003 1.0005
λFG std. dev. 0.0127 0.0147 0.0127 0.0131 0.0128 0.0166
λTP mean 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9998 1.0000 1.0000
λTP std. dev. 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.0003

the model. In particular, there is a small transport delay between the engine and the first TWC and another
delay between the two catalysts.

The objective is to realize a control strategy for this dual-catalyst system that maximizes conversion efficien-
cies while maintaining a minimal A/F limit cycle amplitude. To compute the overall conversion efficiencies,

let the mass of a generic chemical species be mfg
X , mint

X and mtp
X , respectively, at the feedgas, at the output of

the CC-TWC and at the tailpipe. The overall conversion efficiency, η, is computed as follows

η =

(

mfg
X − mtp

X

mfg
X

)

× 100%

=

(

1 −
mtp

X

mfg
X

)

× 100%

(12)

Now, letting the conversion efficiency of the first and the second TWC be, respectively, ηCC and ηUB, the
mass of the pollutants at the output of the TWCs can be calculated as

mint
X = mfg

X

(

1 −
ηCC

100

)

,

mtp
X = mint

X

(

1 −
ηUB

100

)

,

= mfg
X

(

1 −
ηCC

100

) (

1 −
ηUB

100

)

.

(13)

Finally, substituting the equation (13) in (12), the overall conversion efficiency is obtained as

η =



1 −

mfg
X

(

1 −
ηCC

100

) (

1 −
ηUB

100

)

mfg
X



 × 100%

=
(ηCC

100
+

ηUB

100
−

ηCC

100

ηUB

100

)

× 100%

(14)

A. Controlling only the CC-TWC

In the following, the fore-aft controller of Section III is applied to the feedgas UEGO and the UEGO at
the output of the CC-TWC. For comparison with the previous results for a single catalyst, it will be assumed
that the total oxygen storage capacity of the two catalysts is equal to that of the single TWC studied in
Section IV. In particular, it is assumed that the capacity of the CC-TWC is one-third of the total, while the
remaining two-thirds is the capacity of the UB-TWC. In addition, it will be assumed that the close-coupled
and underbody catalysts have equal conversion efficiencies and that the cascade of the two catalysts has the
same overall efficiency as the single TWC for each of NOx and HC. In particular, in (14), for each pollutant,
ηCC = ηUB (conversion efficiencies at stoichiometry are HC = 93.37% and NOx = 97.12%), with η as in
Figure 5.
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TABLE V

Robustness analysis of the cascade of two TWCS when controlled on the basis of a UEGO in the

feedgas and a second UEGO between the two catalysts. The table compares the base-line results

of the control strategy to successive changes in the disturbance and noise levels, oxygen storage

capacity of the catalyst, time delays in the model, choice of catalyst oxygen storage model, and,

finally, imposing all of the uncertainties at once.

Performance Simulations to Evaluate Robustness

Base-Line Disturb TWC Cap. Delays TWC Model All Together

HC Eff. 99.5505 99.5450 99.5526 99.5501 99.5580 99.5556
NOx Eff. 99.9120 99.8925 99.9095 99.9120 99.9132 99.9013

λFG mean 1.0008 1.0009 1.0008 1.0009 1.0002 1.0004
λFG std. dev. 0.0127 0.0147 0.0126 0.0131 0.0125 0.0154
λTP mean 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
λTP std. dev. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

The parameters of the controllers were re-tuned for the new model using a genetic algorithm. The simula-
tions use the disturbances of Section IV: injector uncertainty as shown in Figure 3; bias equal to −0.005 λ;
a white noise disturbance, taking values between ±.5% of stoichiometry is applied to the UEGOs. Figures
13 - 15 present the simulation results: the air-fuel ratio; the conversion efficiencies; the relative oxygen levels
and the estimated bias. The conversion efficiencies reached in this configuration are very close to the maximal
possible average simultaneous conversion efficiencies, that is 99.55% for unburned hydrocarbons and 99.91 for
nitrogen oxide. As in Section IV, a robustness analysis was performed; the results are presented in Table V.

Another way to control the cascade on the basis of only two sensors is to place a UEGO in the feedgas and
a second UEGO after the UB-TWC. Due to the choice of model parameters, controlling the cascade of the
two TWCs on the basis of these two measurements gives very nearly the same results as controlling the single
TWC of Section IV, and hence the corresponding plots and tables are not reported. A comparison of the
simulation results suggests a somewhat surprising conclusion that superior control of the cascade is obtained
by placing the sensor between the two TWCs, so that only the CC-TWC is actively controlled. In fact, this
is born out in the experiments presented in Section VII.

B. Loss of Efficiency in the CC-TWC

Clearly, the above result depends on the relative sizes of the two catalysts (just consider replacing the
CC-TWC by a straight pipe, for example). It is interesting to investigate how to best control the overall
aftertreatment system if the close-coupled catalyst experiences a reduction in efficiency, either temporarily
due to high temperatures that it may reach under certain operating conditions due to its position close to
the engine, or permanently due to ageing or poisoning. To this aim, it is supposed that an indirect estimate
of catalyst efficiency is available, based for example on temperature or estimated oxygen storage capacity [6],
[12], [15]. When the efficiency of the CC-TWC is sufficiently impaired, it is proposed that the aft-controller
should feed back the TP sensor instead of the mid-bed sensor (see Figure 16).

In order to illustrate the effect of such a control strategy, a simulation of the system is performed where
efficiency of the CC-TWC changes as in Figure 17. In particular, for the first 200 seconds, the catalyst’s
efficiency is normal, and hence the aft-controller feeds back the mid-bed sensor. At time 200 seconds, the
CC-TWC’s efficiency decreases precipitously by 80%, so that the overall maximum possible HC efficiency
becomes 94.6054% while for NOx it becomes 97.6814%. For purposes of illustration, from 200 to 600 seconds,
the aft-controller continues to feedback the mid-bed sensor. At time 600 seconds, the problem is diagnosed
and the aft-controller feeds back the TP air-fuel sensor measurement. Table VI summarizes the performance
of the system operating over the three time regimes. It is seen that when the switch is made to controlling
on the TP sensor, the achieved conversion efficiencies are again close to their maximum possible values.
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TABLE VI

Performance of the system changing the efficiency of the CC-TWC: the first 200 seconds the

catalyst’s efficiency is normal; from 200 to 600 seconds, the aft controller feeds back the mid-bed

sensor but the CC-TWC’s efficiency is decreased by 80%; at time 600 seconds, the controller

starts to feedback the TP sensor.

Performance 0 ≤ t < 200 200 ≤ t < 600 600 ≤ t < 1350

HC Eff. 99.5386 93.6335 94.5262
NOx Eff. 99.8950 97.2147 97.0292

λFG mean 1.0010 1.0001 1.0009
λFG std. dev. 0.0133 0.0128 0.0125
λTP mean 1.0000 0.9991 1.0000
λTP std. dev. 0.0001 0.0004 0.0002

VI. Experimental Facility and Methodology

Experiments were performed in two different dynamometer test cells. In the first set of experiments, a
5.4L V8 engine and automatic transmission were connected to a motoring dynamometer, and in the second
set of experiments conducted a year later, a 2.3L in-line four cylinder engine and automatic transmission
were connected to a motoring dynamometer. In each case, the dynamometer’s controller allowed speed-torque
profiles approximating standard test cycles to be run, specifically, the warmed-up portion of the Federal Test
Procedure (FTP) cycle. The FTP is comprised of three modes, or “bags” (referring to the fluropolymer
bags in which emissions are stored for analysis). Bag 1 comprises a cold engine start and 505 second drive
attaining a speed of about 57 mph. Bag 2 is a low speed, hot stabilized, drive cycle lasting 867 seconds. For
bag 3, the engine is stopped for 10 minutes, after which a hot start is performed and the 505 second bag 1 is
repeated. The experimental results described here are measured over bags 2 and 3, without the ten minute
pause between the two bags.

5.4L V8 engine: The right side of the engine was used for evaluating the dual-UEGO A/F control strategy
described in Section III, along with a few variants. The exhaust system was modified to consist of a single
underbody TWC, mounted approximately 30 cm downstream of the exhaust manifold; see Figure 18. A
close-coupled catalyst for rapid light off upon cold start was not used. The underbody TWC shown in Figure
18 consisted of four bricks of approximately equal volume but with different precious metal loadings. The
oxygen storage capacities of bricks two and three were the same; brick one had 20% greater capacity and brick
four had four times the capacity. The aftertreatment system had been aged for greater than 100 hours prior
to testing. Thermocouples were inserted ahead of each brick into the exhaust stream, and in the catalyst
substrate 2.5 cm from the face of each brick. An emissions tap and two sensor bosses were installed between
bricks one and two (referred to hereafter as the brick one location) and between bricks two and three (referred
to hereafter as the brick two location); this allowed UEGO and HEGO data to be recorded simultaneously.
Feedgas emissions and A/F were measured approximately 10 cm upstream of the catalyst. Emissions could
be simultaneously recorded at two of the three points in the exhaust system, namely, feedgas, and one of brick
one or brick two, for the purpose of determining conversion efficiencies of HC and NOx (CO was recorded
but not analyzed).

The UEGO sensors were supplied with a nominal calibration curve. The calibration was refined in the test
cell in the following manner. First of all, approximate linearity was verified through a standard A/F sweep over
the range from 12 A/F to 18 A/F , where exhaust A/F was estimated from measured air mass flow rate and fuel
pulse width. Stoichiometry was then more precisely estimated from catalyst conversion characteristics, namely,
by correlating UEGO-sensor voltage readings to the point where the catalyst exhibited best simultaneous
conversion of HC and NOx, as determined by the emissions benches. Finally, stoichiometry was also estimated
through HEGO measurements. Using the HEGO sensor and a standard PI controller, an A/F limit cycle
was established about stoichiometry. The UEGO sensor output was then sampled synchronously with the
HEGO crossing stoichiometry, and averaged over ten crossings in each direction. The resulting estimated
stoichiometric point for the UEGO agreed within 0.03 ± 0.002% of the value estimated from the catalyst’s
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best conversion point.

The base software of the engine control unit was modified to allow the engine to be run with the standard—
baseline—controller, or to accept a replacement feedback signal generated externally to the engine control
unit. More precisely, in the latter case, the feedforward portion of the onboard A/F control loop based on
air charge estimation was retained, the onboard feedback loop was disabled, and the commanded fuel pulse
width was multiplied by the value of the external signal. Hence when the external signal was one, the engine
operated under nominal feedforward control, and by varying the external signal about one, commanded A/F
could be varied rich or lean of the feedforward value, just as in a standard negative feedback loop. The
external signal was generated in a real-time control prototyping system via the algorithm of Section III.

The baseline controller implements a proprietary algorithm based on dual-HEGOs, one in the feedgas and
one in the tailpipe. The algorithm was calibrated to function with the tailpipe HEGO at the brick two
location.

2.3L Four Cylinder Engine: The exhaust aftertreatment system studied on this engine consisted of
a close-coupled, two-brick catalyst mounted directly to a (log-style) exhaust manifold; see Figure 19. The
catalyst had been aged approximately 150, 000 km. Emissions taps were available in the feedgas just before
the catalyst, in the mid-bed just after brick one (referred to hereafter as the brick one location), and at the
exit of the catalyst, following brick two (referred to hereafter as the brick two location). The aftertreatment
system on this engine also includes a second catalyst mounted approximately 40 cm downstream of the first
catalyst, which was not included as part of this study. UEGO sensors were mounted in the feedgas, brick one
and brick two locations of the close-coupled catalyst; calibration of the sensors was performed as described
previously. The standard on-board A/F controller implemented essentially the same proprietary, dual-HEGO
algorithm that was used on the 5.4L engine. The only difference is that, a year after the tests run on the 5.4L
engine, the second HEGO sensor had been moved to the brick one location, and the controller’s calibration
adjusted accordingly.

In this test cell, it was not possible to make modifications to the base software. External control of the
engine’s A/F via the algorithm of Section III could only be effected in an indirect manner. The error signal
in (9) was used to create a synthetic feedgas HEGO signal, which was then applied to the corresponding input
port of the onboard controller. Specifically, negative (rich) errors were mapped to 0.9 and positive (lean)
errors were mapped to 0.3; recall that the output voltage of a standard HEGO varies between 0.1V and 0.9V ,
with stoichiometry approximately 0.45V . In this way, the existing onboard controller, when set to operate on
the basis of a single HEGO placed in the feedgas, would approximately implement the desired algorithm.

VII. Experimental Results

The dual-UEGO control strategy of Section III was tested on the engines and exhaust systems described in
Section VI over bags 2 and 3 of the FTP drive cycle. Figure 20 depicts measured engine speed over the cycle
for the 5.4L engine. The experiments on the 5.4L engine were performed over a five week period in August-
September 2002, concurrently with other work in the test cell, while the experiments on the four-cylinder
2.3L engine were performed in July and August 2003. Cold start was not an objective of the testing plan,
and hence multiple tests could be run in a single day (typically three to five, when a test cell was available).
Since the catalyst would be in a “random” thermal state depending on the length of time since the previous
test, the first 100 seconds of the cycle are neglected in the presentation of the results.

5.4L V8 engine: On the 5.4L engine, the controller was operated with several variations: the tailpipe
UEGO placed in brick one or brick two; bias estimation enabled always or only in steady state; and the
aft controller with and without the proportional term. The baseline controller was always operated with
the tailpipe A/F measurement at brick two. The setpoint of the dual-UEGO controller was selected to be
stoichiometry, that is, λ = 1. Recall that the bias varies as a function of speed, load and air-fuel ratio as
presented in Tables II and III. The initial experimental results are presented in Tables VII through IX.
The reported conversion percentage is the average of the instantaneous conversion percentages; the overall
conversion percentage can be computed from the given data. The best emissions results were obtained with
the full algorithm, that is, with a proportional term in the aft controller and with bias estimation enabled
even during transients. The resulting emissions were consistently lower than those achieved by the baseline
controller. The full algorithm achieved from 10 to 33 times less cumulative tailpipe NOx than the baseline
controller, and from 1.15 to 6.2 times less cumulative tailpipe HC than the baseline controller.
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Figures 21 to 25 provide more details for the second experiment of Table VII, comparing the dual-UEGO
controller of Section III to the baseline controller. Figure 26 depicts a typical bias estimate throughout a
portion of the FTP cycle. Based on the simulation study of Section IV, it is conjectured that the oscillations
in the bias estimate are correlated with oscillations in the level of stored oxygen in the catalyst, which is
known to promote sustained catalytic activity; see [3]. The emissions results for other configurations of the
controller are reported in order to confirm the “best” form of the controller and to demonstrate that the
algorithm is robust in that similar results were obtained with various configurations. The two most important
aspects of the reported control algorithm appear to be the ability to make small adjustments to the set point
of the fore controller on the basis of the tailpipe A/F sensor, which is greatly facilitated by the use of a linear
sensor in the feedgas, and the placement of the second sensor after brick one of the catalyst. Recall that this
latter configuration was suggested by the simulation results of Section V.

2.3L Four cylinder engine: The controller with full algorithm was implemented on the four-cylinder
2.3L engine. Similar to the tests conducted on the 5.4L engine, the controller was run with tailpipe UEGO
placed in brick one or in brick two. Other variations included using UEGO sensor combinations of different
manufacturers to validate the compatibility of different sensors to the controller. The use of a switching HEGO
placed in the tailpipe in addition to the emission benches reduced the iterations encountered in identifying
the setpoint for the sensors. The experimental results are reported in Tables X and XI. The only reading for
the baseline controller shows that it operates rich of stoichiometry in order to robustly reduce NOx emissions.
The control algorithm, with tailpipe A/F measured at brick one, achieved from 9.6 times more to 1.4 times
less cumulative NOx than the baseline controller, and from 2.7 to 10.9 times less cumulative HC than the
baseline controller. The cumulative tailpipe emissions (averaged over the set of similar experiments) are shown
in Figures 27 and 28.

VIII. Conclusions

The static conversion efficiency of modern three way catalytic convertors can be extremely high, on the order
of 99.9% and higher. The conversion efficiency is very sensitive to persistent variations in air-fuel ratio from
stoichiometry on the order of one part in a thousand, or less. This places enormously stringent requirements
on the air-fuel ratio control system. An important obstacle to achieving such precise control of air-fuel ratio
is the rich bias that occurs on the feedgas oxygen sensor, which sends the closed-loop system lean. The
magnitude of the bias varies with many factors, and typically ranges from one to ten parts per thousand.

A novel method of actively regulating catalyst performance on the basis of measured A/F has been reported.
The use of dual UEGO sensors, one in the feedgas and one downstream of (at least part of) the catalyst has
permitted the bias, that is present in the measurement of feedgas A/F , to be estimated on-line and fed forward
to a standard switching-type PI-controller, acting on the corrected feedgas A/F measurement. Extensive
simulations showed that the proposed controller exhibits excellent nominal performance and considerable
robustness to changes in the parameters of the system. The simulation analysis also suggested a somewhat
surprising placement for the second UEGO sensor in an aftertreatment system consisting of a cascade of
multiple catalysts: the sensor should be placed between two of the catalysts and not downstream of the last
catalyst. In practice, modern catalysts consist of several bricks, and thus the result suggests placing the
second sensor in the middle of a single catalyst.

The proposed controller has been evaluated in two dynamometer test cells, one equipped with a 5.4L V8
engine and the other with a 2.3L in-line four-cylinder engine. In each case, the performance of the controller
has been evaluated against a base-line controller that uses dual-HEGOs. A marked performance improvement
in HC and NOx conversion efficiency has been demonstrated with the dual UEGO controller for the 5.4L
V8 engine, with the best performance achieved with the second UEGO placed in the mid-bed of a catalyst
instead of downstream of the catalyst, thereby confirming the prediction of the simulation analysis. The
baseline controller on the 2.3L engine was calibrated slightly rich of stoichiometry, thereby providing robustly
high NOx efficiency, at the expense of HC conversion and fuel economy. Dual-UEGO control at stoichiometry
improved HC conversion efficiency compared to the baseline, at the cost of NOx, as would be expected.
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Fig. 18. Photograph of the TWC used on the 5.4L engine, viewed from the top. Feedgas is flowing from right to left.
The emissions taps are visible at the bottom of the photograph, the UEGO sensors are in the middle, and the
HEGO sensors are toward the top.
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Fig. 19. Photograph of the TWC used on the 2.3L engine, viewed from the side. Feedgas is flowing from top to bottom.
The feedgas emissions tap is visible at the top center of the photograph, feedgas UEGO and HEGO sensors are at
the top left and right, and the brick one UEGO sensors is visible in the middle of the TWC.
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Fig. 22. 5.4L Engine. Post-catalyst HC and NOx emissions in ppm at brick one. The solid line (blue) refers to the
dual UEGO controller and the dot-dashed line (green) to the baseline controller.
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Fig. 23. 5.4L Engine. Instantaneous HC and NOx conversion efficiencies at brick one. The solid line (blue) refers to
the dual UEGO controller and the dot-dashed line (green) to the baseline controller.
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Fig. 24. 5.4L Engine. Pre- and Post-catalyst cumulative HC emissions in grams at brick one. The solid line (blue)
refers to the dual UEGO controller and the dot-dashed line (green) to the baseline controller.
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Fig. 25. 5.4L Engine. Pre- and Post-catalyst cumulative NOx emissions in grams at brick one. The solid line (blue)
refers to the dual UEGO controller and the dot-dashed line (green) to the baseline controller.
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Fig. 26. 5.4L Engine. Bias estimate. Typical trace from 100 to 600 seconds when the UEGO is positioned at brick one.
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TABLE VII
5.4L Engine. Emission results from 100 to 600 seconds of the FTP cycle, with tailpipe emissions

collected at brick one. In a), the complete control algorithm was implemented; in b), bias
estimation was used but the proportional action in the aft controller was disabled. Dual-UEGO

tailpipe A/F was measured at brick one.

Controller HC NOx
Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr] Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr]

Baseline 99.04 24.27 0.2701 93.89 14.96 1.0559

Dual UEGOa 99.76 28.15 0.1127 99.53 14.49 0.1009
Dual UEGOb 99.35 26.69 0.2071 98.80 15.06 0.2591

TABLE VIII

5.4L Engine. Emission results from 100 to 600 seconds of the FTP cycle, with tailpipe emissions

collected at brick two. In a), the complete control algorithm was implemented; in b), bias

estimation was used but the proportional action in the aft controller was disabled; in c), the bias

estimator was disabled during transients (see [7]), but otherwise, the complete control algorithm

was implemented. Dual-UEGO tailpipe A/F was measured at brick one for a) and at brick two for

b) and c).

Controller HC NOx
Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr] Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr]

Baseline 99.90 25.43 0.0268 98.99 17.45 0.3002
Baseline 94.57 not. av. not.av. 97.75 not.av. not. av.

Dual UEGOa 99.98 25.91 0.0043 99.90 14.17 0.0099
Dual UEGOa 99.92 26.91 0.0230 99.93 18.40 0.0088

Dual UEGOb 99.91 26.86 0.0311 99.72 15.45 0.0460
Dual UEGOc 99.92 24.03 0.0224 99.50 15.90 0.0805
Dual UEGOc 99.94 26.49 0.0176 99.23 16.55 0.1439
Dual UEGOc 99.89 27.72 0.0308 99.51 16.90 0.0754
Dual UEGOc 99.70 28.98 0.0926 99.61 16.62 0.0358
Dual UEGOc 99.91 28.53 0.0268 98.52 17.73 0.2258

TABLE IX

5.4L Engine. Emission results from 100 to 1400 seconds of the FTP cycle, with tailpipe emissions

collected at brick two. In a), the complete control algorithm was implemented; in b), bias

estimation was used but the proportional action in the aft controller was disabled. Dual-UEGO

tailpipe A/F was measured at brick one for a) and at brick two for b).

Controller HC NOx
Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr] Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr]

Baseline 99.91 56.69 0.0560 99.10 32.59 0.4106

Dual UEGOa 99.98 56.31 0.0091 99.89 25.55 0.0221
Dual UEGOb 99.54 not. av. not.av. 99.55 not.av. not. av.
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TABLE X

2.3L Engine. Emission results from 100 to 1400 seconds of the FTP cycle, with tailpipe emissions

collected at Brick two. Dual-UEGO tailpipe A/F was measured at brick one. In a) the UEGO

sensors in feedgas and tailpipe were from two different manufacturers; In b) both sensors were

from the same manufacturer

Controller HC NOx
Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr] Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr]

Baseline 98.58 31.19 0.5433 99.95 14.87 0.0149

Dual UEGOa 99.83 27.59 0.0837 99.73 20.68 0.1437
Dual UEGOa 99.90 27.52 0.0500 99.68 20.65 0.0648
Dual UEGOa 99.84 28.99 0.0753 99.95 21.49 0.0109

Dual UEGOb 99.51 28.07 0.2031 99.94 28.57 0.0308
Dual UEGOb 99.73 27.75 0.1276 99.92 29.40 0.0336
Dual UEGOb 99.68 29.21 0.1437 99.77 24.44 0.0412

TABLE XI

2.3L Engine. Emission results from 100 to 1400 seconds of the FTP cycle, with tailpipe emissions

collected at Brick two. Dual-UEGO tailpipe A/F was measured at brick two. The UEGO sensors in

feedgas and tailpipe were from two different manufacturers;

Controller HC NOx
Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr] Conv. eff. [%] Tot. FG [gr] Tot. TP [gr]

Baseline 98.58 31.19 0.5433 99.95 14.87 0.0149

Dual UEGO 99.91 27.22 0.0358 99.85 22.86 0.0364
Dual UEGO 99.81 28.19 0.0921 98.27 20.25 0.3087
Dual UEGO 99.72 27.41 0.1127 99.85 23.19 0.0474
Dual UEGO 99.87 29.85 0.0663 98.84 8.01 0.1333
Dual UEGO 99.11 29.66 0.3244 99.85 20.59 0.0440
Dual UEGO 99.71 28.00 0.0906 99.70 18.56 0.0637
Dual UEGO 99.87 27.71 0.0663 99.69 18.89 0.0581
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Fig. 27. 2.3L Engine. Pre- and Post-catalyst cumulative HC emissions in grams at brick two. The dotted (red) refers
to the controller with tailpipe A/F measured at Brick 1, solid line (blue) refers to the controller with tailpipe A/F
measured at Brick 2 and the dot-dashed line (green) refers to the baseline controller.
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Fig. 28. 2.3L Engine. Pre- and Post-catalyst cumulative NOx emissions in grams at brick two. The dotted (red) refers
to the controller with tailpipe A/F measured at Brick 1, solid line (blue) refers to the controller with tailpipe A/F
measured at Brick 2 and the dot-dashed line (green) refers to the baseline controller.
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